Greetings!!

As of this writing we are well into the 2002 season. This year has been a great success and was certainly highlighted by the return of Steve “Toots” Toltz. In addition a partial return of another former Sophomore Group Leader, Dave “Lips” Lipof rounds out the complete takeover of Camp Bauercrest by “The Sophomores”!

On a more serious note, it is great to have both of them back in one capacity or another. Their skill, dedication and (most importantly) love of the Camp are another reason why this year promises to be something special.

We are also graced by the return of Tim Vanier as Head Counselor, Brian Miller as Water front Director, and several Group Leaders. This years Group Leaders are: Seniors, Jeff Newman, Junior A, Andy Nechtem, Junior B, Josh Michaelson, Sophomore A, Jeff Gordon, Sophomore B, Dan Gold and Freshmen, Sam Mathias. This years Group Leaders bring a lot of experience and loyalty to the Camp.

We have a lot of returning campers who are coming back for at least their second summer. We also have a lot of counselors returning for in some cases their thirteenth year at the Crest. Our Board of Directors led by Mark Smoller have really been working hard on a voluntary basis to ensure 2002 is a success.

We have a lot of neat activities lined up as well as some new things we haven’t ever done. I recommend that all Alumni plan to take a trip to the Crest to observe us in action. Why not call us at 978-388-4732 and plan to come visit. I’ll be looking forward to hearing from you!

Alumni and Friends,

Well, it’s time for the 2002 season to begin my 22nd summer on the hill! After a 15 year hiatus, I never expected to be back, but life takes us on interesting paths.

In my capacity as Assistant Director, I will be working hand in hand with Stoney to assure that our campers have a healthy and happy summer. We will be introducing many creative programs, many lead by our Israeli Shlichim that I hired over the winter. These seven counselors, all right out of the Army, are psyched to come to America and share their knowledge of the land and love for Israel with our campers. It will be an exciting addition to our program.

Hopefully many of my old friends will visit the Crest on Alumni Day and I look forward to seeing you after way, way too long. If not, Jerusalem is always waiting for your visit. I look forward to showing you around my new home as well.

uncle Steve “Toots” Toltz

uncle Bob “Stoney” Stone
WHAT CREST ALUMNI THOUGHT
OF OUR LAST NEWSLETTER

Dear Bibs,

Just read the Bauercrest Pulitzer Prize winning journal and got a thrill and chill when I saw a picture of your dad. Since we talked sporadically and saw each other 2 or 3 times a year, I sometimes forget he’s gone...and these reminders and whenever we talk about people and places of my past... he looms large.

The edition was terrific with the Bernie Berenson piece and reading some comments from my peers. Asher Meltzer has a definite place in my heart and mind.

Joe Smith

Hi Dave,

Great job on the newsletter! Listing all the E-mail addresses was a great idea. I’ll keep them near the computer. Amie Goodman must have wanted to make himself younger as the Junior Group picture is either 52 or 53. I’m in the 2nd last row between Marshall Tuten and Rick Jelen, right in the middle.

In 1959 I was married and living in Ithaca N.Y. I can still identify some of the group. Dave Brown sticks out 1st row end. Herb Phillips should react also. Just getting over my Brain Surgery to remove a blood clot and I’m back at work.

Keep up the good work.

Jerry (Silverman)

Please email or snailmail us and let us know what you think of the all new Bauercrest Alumni newsletter. Your comments, suggestions, and articles/photos, will be most appreciated!

Dave “Lips” Lipof
coverScape@yahoo.com

P. O. Box 1381
Sagamore Beach, MA
02562

(508)-888-5779

Lips,

Great issue. Everything is great in Orange County. Although still mourning the UCLA football collapse from 6-0, #3 in the BCS to no bowl and thrashing by USC.

Welcome back Toots and beware of “some counselors coming home so blitzed they wake up half the camp”.

Stat: Stoney and Toots were the Group leader and AGL when I was a Soph A in 78. There are probably just a few staff members who were even born then.

Mark “Scoop” Devore

Dear Lips,

Keep up the great effort on behalf of the rest of us Alumni.

A word of advice: try to remember to stay away from the “B” Diamond after Taps.

Joe Strepachinkoskow
This year marks the 30th anniversary of the only Bauereest talent show act to ever cut a record (not counting Joe Smith of Hollywood). The group calling themselves the 5% was formed as an impromptu talent show act in the summer of 1972, and by the next year had taken hold as one of the more sensational collections of musical talent ever to grace the hillside. The original group included (top row) Dave “Lips” Lipof, Jeff “Gore” Gorlick, Steve “Fly” Levine, Steve “Toots” Toltz, Ross “Roscoe” Weintraub, (middle row) Ted “TK” Kolow, Stan “Dorf” Levenson, Mark “Bibs” Smoller, Barry “Moby” Chait, and (bottom) Bob “Dunk” Dunkless.

Mark Smoller writes: How can we forget the fine drumming of Al McKean, the guitar riffs of Randy Wilson and Steve Berger, the Clintonesque saxophone solos of Bob Dunkless (not to be confused with the late Lenny Baker of Sha Na Na fame), Tootems Toltz tickling the ivories, the choreographic mastery of Jeff Gorlick and Ross Weintraub, who went on to greater fame as lead choreographers for the Laker Girls (who’s Paula Abdul anyway?) and Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders, respectively, the falsetto sounds of Ted Kolow, and of course all over shadowed by the versatile and talented Lips. Who could forget the operatic finish of “Tell Laura I Love Her” as performed by Steve Levine, the southern twang of the Bill Haley songs as sung by Stan Levenson (or was that the Jewish nasal delivery?), the electrifying Bob Carp belting out Runaround Sue, and (mis)handling the Bop Shoo Bops that began Blue Moon? And, of course Bibs making one and all ponder whether Elvis was really dead (even if it would be 5 years before the King would “drift”)?

Stan Levenson writes: I think Dunk probably had more to do with the inspiration for this than the rest of us. Back in 1970-71 he became an oldies fan and introduced the music to most of us. If we all didn’t love this music I don’t think we would have had as much fun with it as we did.
The 5 Percent take their name from an oft mentioned U.S. Navy reference by then Camp Director, Uncle Saul Nechtem, who, at Sunday Night Staff Meetings, would never hesitate to point out “the 5% who never seem to get the word”. Anyone who considered themselves nebbie enough to number themselves among “the 5%” at the Crest, had joined a fraternity the rival of the Macabbeans. Dunk is remembered as the instigator, if not the creator of the 5 Percent. Perhaps it was just the off-season rehearsals held in his basement in Milton that lead me to this conclusion, or maybe it was his extensive knowledge about old-time rock and roll, and his collection of original Negro artists on 45 RPM records.

Some of the acts incorporated into the 5 Percent’s program have indeed become legendary. No one will ever be able to forget the duo of Toots and Uncle Ted with their classic rendition of “Witch Doctor”, and who could forget “Chuck Lippy”. Lips provided one of the rare examples of a member of the 5 Percent breaking away from the group to become a solo act. As “Chuck Lippy” Lips went on to immortalize such classics as “Nathan Katchka’s Knishes” and “To The Puppies”, to name just a few.

The highlight for the 5 Percent came at the pinnacle of their “career”, when through a connection of Camp Photographer Mark “Ghoules” Gulesian, they actually cut a live recording (a record.....”on hot wax”, as Murray “Elliot Sussman” The K, was fond of saying) in the acoustically rich environs of the Joseph Bloomfield Memorial Rec Hall. The live performance was conducted in hi-fidelity stereophonic sound before an enthusiastic throng of the Crest Family back in the second month of the 1976 season. The “B” side of the album consisted of camp songs. These records are now considered a rare collectible...although none have ever appeared up for auction on EBAY.

It is a little known fact that some of the members of the 5 Percent actually had no talent whatsoever (unless you consider “mooking” to be a talent), and never did much more than look like a tough greaser in the background. I won’t mention any names, but suffice to say that one is a successful attorney and a current member of our Board of Directors, and another has more nicknames than Johnny Most’s Boston Celtics.

Uncle Ted’s rendition of “Little Darling” was as close to the real thing as anything the 5 Percent did. Everyone tried hard to “impersonate” genuine 50’s rockers, but the fact is that Uncle Ted actually was one, and it really showed in his expert falsetto, and his convincing performance.

The Rec Hall is just a memory now, but if it was still here, we believe its walls would still echo the melodic strains of Dunk on the wailing sax, Tootsie tinkling the keyboards, and Fly with his mournful entreaty of “Tell Laura I Love Her”....the undisputed climax of the 5 Percent’s traditional show. The legend has lived on through the years with other successful acts such as “Bruce Springstein and the “A’ Street Band” and “The Blues Brothers” during the 1980’s and 1990’s, but from the perspective of this author, there will never be another 5 Percent.....at least not if nobody can stop ‘em! (tell me that doesn’t sound like Lawrence Peter Berra)

---

**IMPORTANT ALUMNI ANNOUNCEMENTS**

**Alumni Day** will be held at camp on Sunday July 14th, noon to 4:00 pm. We encourage you to bring your families to see the camp in action...particularly if you have sons!!!

**Alumni Weekend** will be held Friday August 23rd through Sunday August 25th. The cost will be $125. We are hoping for a record turnout this year. We had GREAT weather last year and we now have the use of the ski boats. Looking to get an “over/under” softball game going on Saturday August 25th. Looking for any other suggestions that will make this weekend even more special.

**The Fourth Annual Cy Smoller Memorial Golf Outing**, for the benefit of Camp Bauercrest will take place on Monday July 29th at the Georgetown Country Club. We had over 120 golfers sign up last year, and a great time was had by all. We also raised over $12,000 for the camp. See the FULL PAGE FLYER for more details and reservation information.
The Crest has a long tradition of religious observance on its magnificent hillside on Lake Attitash. Since its inception 70 years ago, worshipers at Camp Bauercrest have prayed amidst the tall white pines, beech and sweet birch trees just above the Waterfront, in the area which had come to be known simply as “The Grove”.

The Grove was originally dedicated to war veterans in the 1950’s, and then in 1975 it was dedicated, and again re-dedicated in the 1990’s to the memory of Board of Director’s Vice President, ...and has now come to be known as “The Smoller Chapel”.

Shabbat traditions are recalled throughout Bauercrest history, most of these grew out of the direction of Uncle Joe Bloomfield. Uncle Joe would travel from bunk to bunk, personally waking up the children on Saturday mornings with his resounding “Shabbat Shalom”! No Sabbath Service would ever have been complete without a classic sermon from Uncle Joe, carrying with it an appropriately convoluted object lesson.....such as, “the man who wanted a house built”, to name one such tale. Uncle Joe’s colorful reading of the English version of the Alaynu (“every knee must bend....every tongue must swear....”) was also a part of that tradition. Under the Bloomfield regime the Sabbath was elevated to special status. Campers and counselors alike would don their blue and whites, and their Bauercrest Beanies in preparation for “line-up for services”. The processional to the Grove was always orderly and solemn. In the Bauercrest of Uncle Joe, only Color War and the Banquet inspired this level of solemnity.

In the Bauercrest of Uncle Joe’s time the Judean Program was as vital as any on the hillside. Uncle Bernie helped to make this point when he made Roy Belson Camp Rabbi. Roy might have been the first Group Leader and Color War Captain to go on to become Camp Rabbi, but he wouldn’t be the last. Steve Toltz, Mitchell Hodus, Mike Kamen, and Jeff Falkoff would follow in their own time, to carry on this tradition.

Some things about the Crest never change. One of these things is the religious traditions which have come to make our camp unique. The motzie before, and grace after meals, Friday kiddush and Sabbath Services, and the special bar-mitzvah d to those who reach the occasion of their 13th summer on the ditions have lived on at the Crest throughout the generations.
The transformation of “our campus on the hillside has taken another giant leap forward for the coming season with a magnificent new retaining wall. The center of the wall opens up to an amphitheater-like stairway to heaven, connecting the upper and lower campus. Reminiscent of the architectural style of our beloved Israel (i.e., Caesarea), this area is sure to become a revitalized focal point for Camp activities.

Camp Bauercrest Alma Mater

From our Campus on the Hillside....From this place we love so well....Go the men of faith and courage proud and true. Though we wander o’er the wide world....our hearts remain behind, as we’ll always sing our love and praise for you. Yes we’ll sing our love and praises, and remember days gone by.....as we wander o’er the path of life’s domain....and we’ll sense a magic moment.....our hearts will swell with pride, as we’ll toast our Alma Mater once again.....so, here’s to our Camp, we love so dear....Bauercrest....with its Lake and its Hill and the sky above....Bauercrest. Laughing faces everywhere...... Happy voices fill the air.......Lord bless her with whom none compare....Bauercrest!..... (repeat softly) Lord bless her with whom none compare....Bauercrest!)
As I sit at my computer writing this, I keep wondering when Spring will arrive, yet the calendar says it’ll be summer soon. Anyway, very excited about having "Toots" back on the hillside again this summer as Bob’s assistant director. I saw him at camp last summer, and he looks great. He’ll be bringing a handful of Israeli counselors, who should add some maturity and perspective to the staff. In addition, “Lips” has agreed to come back on weekends to help keep things on an even keel when Stone is off. Lips will bring his inimitable style, flair, and imagination to the Shabbat programming. I am sure some nature walks, star gazing, and Lipsy says will be on the agenda. I hear that Toots’s brother in-law, Dave "Mazoo" Callum, a big shot in AAU baseball circles, will be up to run some baseball clinics too. In addition, Darren "Duck" Freedman, head hoop honcho at the Brimmer and May School, and former member of John Calipari’s UMass posse, will be up giving hoop clinics.

The camp got a nice face lift this off season with the installation of a new retaining will, that runs from the front of Bunk 8 through the end of the Mess Hall. Cut into the wall are stairs/benches in front of Bunk 8, below Bunk 13, and in front of the Head Bunk, which should make for great areas to “hang out and kibbitz”. Always loved those post Friday night sing down bull sessions in front of the Head Bunk/Old Infirmary. Bunk 4 has undergone a complete rehab, including putting it on a foundation. It is the prototype that we hope to use to eventually restore all the bunks.

These repairs and enhancements all, of course, take money. We have been fortunate enough to have been given a matching grant by the Weinberg Foundation, out of Baltimore. It is a huge Jewish foundation. They will match 50% of everything we raise, so long as it’s over $100,000. So when called upon, I hope you’ll pitch in.

We have our annual golf outing slated for July 29th. Please get your foursomes together and get in touch with Bruce Bial to save a spot. He can be reached at 617-880-3577. Or you can contact me at 617-965-1830 for more info. This is our biggest annual fund raiser…and great fun.

Alumni Day will be help from noon to 4 on Sunday July 14. Bring the family and watch the program in action. It’s a great opportunity to tour the camp and visit. One reminder, for those with kids already there…this is NOT a second Visiting Day. That’s the following week. If you are an Alum and have a camper in camp, please do not take him out, or away from his bunk/league team. Along those lines, you (or your spouse) should not be randomly roaming in and out of the bunks. Camp is in session.

Lastly, our 18th Alumni Weekend kicks off on Friday August 23rd. Let’s make this the biggest and best ever. Hopefully you can avoid the family vacation that weekend and join us. You’ll be hearing more on this as the summer goes along. We hope to see many of you, at as many camp activities this summer, as possible.

As always, thanks for all your support.

Crestly,

Mark "Bibs" Smoller

Alumni: Have some thoughts on camp? Send them to Bibs (BIBSSMOL@aol.com) and maybe we’ll post them on the Bauercrest Website…….www.bauercrest.org!
5TH ANNUAL CY SMOLLER GOLF OUTING
to benefit
CAMP BAUERCREST
Monday, July 29, 2002
The Georgetown Country Club
Georgetown, Massachusetts

Registration 11:30AM Free Prizes
Box Lunch 12:00pm Chance to win $10,000
Shotgun Start 1:00pm Plus much more
Cocktails, Dinner & Awards 6:00pm

Sponsorship & Player Opportunities

- Hole in one sponsor $1000.00 includes 4 golfers plus sponsorship of a Tee Box & a green ($500.00 tax deductible)
- Eagle level sponsor $250.00 sign sponsor of a tee box or a green ($250.00 tax deduction)
- Individual golfer $150.00

INFORMATION

Please send all checks to:
Camp Bauercrest Golf Outing
C/O Bruce Bial
16 Lucia Road
Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945

Telephone #617-880-3577
Email bab@riemerlaw.com

Mark Smoller #617-965-8130
Email bibssmol@aol.com
BAUERCREST ALUMNI NEWS NOTES
1930’s through 1960’s

Gary Bello sends his warm regards.

Mike Newburg sends his best to all.

Mike “Kiddles” Kitsis sends regards.

Ken “the Mirage” Reisman writes in “all is well - private practice is truly enjoyable - if only my clients would pay me - Phillip is starting his senior year at Brandeis in September - Danny is graduating High School - Pretty big milestones - I'm 52 and in better shape than at 20 - Hope to make it back to Camp this summer - Hello to Marvin, Arthur (Fox & White), Bento, Enzo, and rest of the Crew.”

Nat Weiner sends his regards.

Ben Jacobs sends his regards.

Marvin Granoff says hi.

Leon Rothenberg sends regards to all.

Lewis Averbach writes “The years to by - I look forward to writing this check again next year.”

Joe Primack writes “Will try to make Alumni Day July 14th - I wonder how many charter campers are still around.

Rich Ashworth sends regards.

Herb Phillips writes “Bouncing back from recent surgery. Hope Alumni will step up to support our “mortgage elimination” fund raising drive.”

Arnie Goodman writes in “I truly enjoy reading the news and seeing the photos about “Dear old Camp Bauercrest”, past and present, in the Newsletter. Have a banner 2002 season at Camp.”

Stanley Sydney writes “In June I will celebrate my 50th college reunion at MIT as Class President.”

Ray Tye sends his regards.

Herbert “Bert” Wyman is looking forward to “another great reunion at Dave “Schpindle” Wilson’s in June...regards to all!”

Martin Waldman sends his regards to all.

Rabbi Jerry Wolfe sends his warm regards.

Regards from the Gelin boys, Lefty, Rick and Bill.

Bert Goldberg sends his regards.

Ralph Posner writes “Our daughter had a good year as a Senior in High School. High honors in academics, President of her class, class speaker at Graduation, Captain of her lacrosse team and high scorer. If she had gone to Bauercrest she probably would have won a Camp Cup.”

Milton Lewis sends his regards.

Neil Grossman sends his regards.

Marvin White writes “After 3 years in St. Louis, still felt great to watch the Pats beat the Rams in the Super Bowl! (Still waiting on the Red Sox aren’t we all?)

David Galkin sends his regards.

Steve Smoller sends his regards.

Mickey Rabinovitz sends his regards.

Mark Simons writes “The time is going by and the kids are growing up quickly. Daughter Stephanie is a Sophomore at Wakefield High School. She is playing varsity softball this Spring. Son Craig will be a counselor on the hill this summer and will attend Emory in Atlanta starting in the Fall.”

Irving Waldman writes “Best wishes for a great season! The Waldmans from Rhody are all well.”

Aaron Siegal sends his regards.

Mark Silverstein writes “Great picture of Arnie Goodman in the last issue. He was my first counselor. The Junior Group picture was not 1959....I was in that picture and I believe it was more like 1955.”

Elliot Salter sends his regards.

Bruce Feldman sends his regards.

Lenny Glick writes “still on the faculty of the College of Business at Northeastern University.....son David graduated from Williams College on June 2nd......sending regards to all my former campers, co-counselors, bunk-mates and bunk captains.....would love to hear from them......want to know if anyone else sees a resemblance between former senator and Red Sox owner/partner) George Mitchell, and Uncle Bernie Berenson.” (lglick@neu.edu)

Richard Jelen sends his regards.

George Rudolph sends his regards.

Roger Volk sends his warm regards.

Mike Kahn writes “Everything is running smoothly in Needham. Ricky is going on his sixth year at Camp and my daughter Sara is looking at colleges this summer. Hope to see some old friends at Alumni Day.

Jerry Silverman writes “The Flipper and I have had a tough year but we’re back strong as ever.”

Joe Smith sends his warm regards.

Martin Bloomfield writes “I am spending my summers in Redding, CT and winters in the Fort Lauderdale area of Florida. Retired life is great. Would like to hear from any one in the area”. (meb6884@aol.com)

Herb Korn sends his regards.

Les Selbovitz (1958-1962) writes “Son Matthew “Bobo” Selbovitz will be a waiter this summer at the Crest. He and his Bauercrest friends have been anxiously anticipating the stature of a “waiter”, and more independence.”

Howie Kipnes writes “...I am getting remarried and moving to Scottsdale in June. It’s time to smell the cacti and be near my kids. Best regards.”

Larry Uman sends greetings to all. He has added his brother Howard to the mailing list as it’s easier than going to the Post Office every season to forward him the Newsletter. Howard Uman attended Bauercrest 1959-1963 and I believe he was winner of the All-Around Camper Camp Cup and a Blue and White Captain.
Dave Sachar wishes everyone a great summer.

Steve “Obiwan” Kagan writes “all is well in Needham. We’ve seen some playoff hoops this year. Go Celtics!”

Evan Crocker writes “Between the Pats, Celts, and Sox (nice choke by the B’s) it’s like the 80’s all over again…….I feel like I have a full head of hair and I’m in great shape and hitting Boston with Gore. It’s been tough watching it from afar, but thank God for the invention of Direct TV. I am now General Sales Manager at Sports Talk 790, The Zone/Atlanta. Actually, it feels like I’m Group Leader…..I love it! I am keeping active with softball and men’s street hockey (it’s like lacrosse in the lower New Building) and as of this writing, both teams are going for the threepeat. Is there colorwar for the over thirty crowd? I look forward to a long overdue return to the Crest for the Alumni Weekend to re-unite with many old friends. Is there still “Rec Hall Hoop”?

Barry “Mildew” Milberg writes “Everything is moving along fine with the new company. I’m trying to help Wal-Mart conquer the New York Metropolitan area. I am looking forward to seeing Rodent and Pudge in Vegas at the end of May. My oldest is going to overnight camp this summer New Hampshire. Strange feeling having her go to sleep away…..I wish I was going!”

Marc Bello sends his regards.

Robbie Brockman writes “All is well with Marjie, Marissa (5) and Jenna (1). Congrats to David & Lisa Gorlick on Isabella’s birth. As always, the Marathon isn’t over until Bisqua crosses the finish line…….way to go! See you all in July and August.

Jeff Miller writes “My wife Mary Beth is having her first book, a young adult novel, published - ‘Aimee’, by Penguin Books. It can be bought at bookstores and on-line at Amazon, Barnes&Noble, etc. Things at Adelphia are tough these days. We’re all hoping for the best, as this is a one-company town.

Steve “Stims” Stimell writes “All is fine in NYC. Recovered fully from ACL surgery and back playing hoop. Surgery had no effect on shot selection. Kids are great and will let them eat as soon as they stop being Yankee fans. I specifically recall Wish saying that the Pats would lose every game if they lost the opener to the Bengals.

Mike “Julio” Frankel writes “All is well in Western Mass. Changed jobs last April….now at Robinson, Donovan, Madden & Barry. Would love to hear from some of the 1979 Waiters.

Ken “Enzo” Stuart writes “Looking forward to seeing the Sox in San Diego on June 18, 19 & 20. Hopefully the annual swoon won’t occur before then. My best to Todd and Bento who join me in the “51” club. Can you believe it was only 29 years ago when I came back from draining a “few” at Mr. K’s, took a leak on the steps of Todd’s bunk (next to mine), went in, sat down on the end of Todd’s bed (thinking it was mine) and started to untie my shoes. I was brought to my senses with a stem ‘Do you know where you are?’ I did, then went back to my bunk and proceeded to sleep through breakfast…..again!”

Bob “Stoney” Stone writes “I want to invite all Alumni up to camp. Thanks to all Board members for their very hard off-season work. I am really psyched for the return of Steve “Toots” Toltz and Dave “Lips” Lipof.

Jon “Huley” Hulak writes “Life in Sharon is pretty good. Have run into lots of Alumni lately - The network that is “The Crest” is unbelievably extensive. It’s just everywhere.

Rick Kaplan writes “Living in Medway and everything is great. My boys are 7 and 5 and are a lot of fun. I hope all is well with all our Alumni!”

Peter Seresky sends his regards.

Ross “Roscoe” Weintraub writes “All is well on this Front. This may be the summer when I make it back to the hillsde?”

Mike “Lebo” Levine sends his regards.

Bob Ogan sends his best.

Andrew “Pearly” Pearlstein sends his regards to all.

Jonathan Kamin writes “Looking forward to seeing Crest guys at big Mike’s wedding.

Jim “Shimmy” Shaw writes “I can’t wait to take my son to the Crest this summer. He’s very excited and looking forward to Color War. I’m also hoping to keep my streak of perfect attendance at Alumni Weekend alive.

Greg Segall writes “Greetings! Psyched that my eldest son Daniel (9) is headed to the Crest for the 1st time this summer - and that Toots and Stoney are BOTH there, like when I was a camper. This is really special for me, and I hope he has a great experience like I did, for years to come.

Ken Rubin sends his regards.

Joel “Burner” Bernstein writes “Looking forward to seeing all my Crest friends this summer”.

Andrew “Elbows” Rafey writes “Looking forward to another great season at the Crest. My son Eric is back for the summer for his 2nd season, and is psyched.

Dave “Bento” Weintraub writes “All is well in Northboro. Jordan is psyched for the Crest. Happy 1/2 + 1 century to Enzo, Todd, Ross (and me)!”

David “Gor” Gorlick writes “It’s official, the Gorlick legacy at Bauercrest is over. On March 15th our daughter, Isabella, was born, and barring a medical miracle, no more babies for the Gor’s. Needless to say, I am getting practice for the lack of sleep that is in store for Alumni weekend. I recently purchased my flight back for the weekend - very psyched, as usual. Hopefully, we will have another stellar turnout. It has been a very good off-season. The Pats, Celtics, Bruins and Red Sox are now fun to follow from
3,000 miles away. Can’t wait for the weekend, but Jaff PLEASE no RICE on the menu! Looking forward to some good conversation with Rush Lipof at the weekend.

David “Wiggle” Goldie writes “No time to write. Busy dealing with the firm’s daily corporate visitors.

Barry “Vernon” Rodenstein writes “Great trip to Vegas with Fru, Wish, Bean and Mouse for the NCAA round of 64. Had a ticket for at 30 to 1 on Indiana to win it all, but Indiana looked like Tel Noar in the finals. The start of Camp is getting close. Not sure who is more psyched…my sons, or their Dad. Congrats to Gor and Lisa on the birth of their second nurse.

Jay Josephson writes “My son has one more year of a camp in North Carolina, then I will be pushing for Bauercrest next summer.

Jim “Ders” Spelfogel reports that all is well in Waltham.

Mike “MVD” Van Dam sends his regards

Larry Stein sends his regards

Neil Crocker sends his regards.

Dan “Bean” Rubin writes “Everything here is great. Brian (8) starts at the Crest this summer. He can’t wait.

Steve Rothenberg sends his regards

Adam Hodes sends his regards.

Marc “Bucky” Gordon writes “It’s three months after the Super Bowl and I still can’t believe that the Patriots won the game. How about a Red Sox/Pats double?”

Wayne “Wayno” Karacek sends his regards.

Harold “H” Weiner sends his regards.

Jeff “Gore” Gorlick writes “I am looking forward to the summer Alumni events; especially the “weekend”. I new Camp Chef has the recipe for the smoked rice we all “enjoyed” last summer.”

Dave “Lips” Lipof writes “Wonderful to be back on the hillside with the likes of Bob and Toots. My role this summer will have me “working” Friday through Sunday afternoons for six consecutive weekends, beginning the weekend of June 28th. My curriculum syllabus includes such staples as Lipsy Says, Nature (including a new Astronomy Program), Bauercrest/ Sports/ Science Trivia, and Fun With Mikey. I will be playing Uncle to Jimmy’s son Brad, who will be spending his first season at the Crest… and am only too proud to do so! Heartfelt congrats to Lisa and Dave Gorlick on the Mitzvah of the birth of their daughter.....don’t worry Dave (Jeff)....the “Gorlick Legacy” will always live at the Crest.....Joe Kybo will see to that! Congratulations to Bibs on his continued awesome leadership of the Board of Directors, and to Stoney on his steady hand at the helm (as one of his more notable predecessors would have put it). The Crest is in very capable hands and is looking (and running) better than ever!

David Mack sends his regards.

Shep Weisman writes “Started a new job as Managing Director of Kelly Law Registry in Boston. Recruiting of permanent and temporary lawyers, paralegals, etc….Very exciting and working out. Michael returns to camp for like the 25th year. Tori (daughter) doing the summer at Pembroke. Rodent….eat your heart out!”

David Missle sends his regards.

“Dangerous” Dick Davis sends his regards.

David “Moe” Saltberg sends his regards.

Billy Schultz writes “Vegas 2002 was better than ever. Good seeing such a solid crew. My wife Heather and I are expecting our first child in late June. Gender unknown…but if all goes well, he’ll be cleaning sinks/kybos in 2010.

Mitch Hodus writes “Really busy in Chestnut Hill….I just got engaged to my girl friend of 2 years (Hilary Forsyth) and the wedding mishugas has begun. I told her that I normally swim the last leg from the buoy to the beach, but she didn’t it. I guess I have more work to do, breaking her in. I rode my motorcycle to Dallas, Texas in late April to ride safety for our 3,500 women participating in the ‘Avon 3 Day Breast Cancer Walk’. It was like being a kitchen boy at Pembroke, but a whole lot more rewarding. There is one being held in Boston in May if anyone is interested in joining….please call.”

Barry “Scrappy Nick” Shopnick reports that all is well.

Jeff Baskies is interested in getting together at a local bar on the 1st Thursday of every month in Boston, if anyone is interested…..please email him.

Charles “Chaz” Bello sends congratulations to Jay Levy on his engagement to Sandra and to Ross Goldman on his engagement to Lauren. “Mazel Tov”!

Steve “Fly” Levine writes “Looking forward to the festivities on the 4th.”

Mike Kamin writes “We’re putting the finishing touches on our wedding preparations. The big day is coming up in July. I’m looking forward to seeing my friends from camp…..although they’re disappointed the ceremony won’t be in the Grove.

Andy “Schultzie” Schultz sends his regards.

Greg “Raddish” Radner writes “Looking forward to the Weekend - already starting to save “ones”. Hoping to see hoops make a bigger showing this summer.

Jon Derr writes “Living in Mashpee - working at Cape Cod YMCA. Visitors welcome.

Bruce Ravech writes “Looking forward to seeing everyone on the hillside this summer.”
Peter “Scratch” Harris writes “Looking forward to some warmer days and another season of golf. I’ll be taking names soon for the ‘Burner Open’ and for Alumni Weekend. Rumor has it we may find a new location for Saturday Afternoon at the Links for this summer’s Alumni Weekend. A high five to Arthur White and his efforts in securing the fund-raising match from the Weinberg Foundation. I know the Alumni Group will step up again and make this a great success.”

Todd “Lehner” Lehner writes “I’ll be moving back into my parent’s house and I’ll be heading to the University of Michigan School of Business in the Fall and can be reached at my parent’s house until then for anyone who might need to get in touch with me.”

Moby “Barry” Chait writes “Just finished running my 8th Boston Marathon for the American Liver Foundation….5 hours, 11 minutes, 53 seconds. Would like to thank all my Bauercrest family who supported me in the cause of fighting liver disease. I hope all caught me on stage with the sealed envelopes for the local Emmy’s….handled the business for my firm, Parent, McLaughlin and Naigle, CPA’s.”

Richard “Dick Dunch from Dorch” Dunkless writes “All is well. Britt turns 15 this summer. My golf game continues to stink, but I am inspired by the ever improving Matt Hochman – Spring Valley’s up and coming superstar!”

Mike “Cuppy” Reiss reports that all is well.

Mike “Greenie” Green writes “All is well in Canton. The kids (Abby, 5 and Robbie 6) are keeping us busy. We had a great family ski vacation with the Beans and the Blatts this winter. The kids love skiing & skating and have a blast together. As the warm weather approaches I cannot wait for the summer. No better part of the year than spending time at Camp or at the beach. The return of Toots to the hillside should add some new adventures. Congratulations to Gore and Lisa on their new arrival, Isabella. Four gorlick daughters….no boys for the Hillside.”

David “Rosey” Rosenberg writes “All is well at Sawyer. It amazes me each time I have connection to one of you that it all began at Bauercrest.
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Thank you for your generous contribution....
Thank you for your generous contribution....
Thank you for your generous contribution.
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Crest Alumni Email Addresses
Please type addresses in lowercase only

CAMP BAUERCREST WEBSITE:WWW.BAUERCREST.ORG
MARK ABELSON MARCABELSON@HOTMAIL.COM
RICK ALPERN RICKS@SOURCESPROMO.COM
DAVE AUSLANDER DAVID.AUSLANDER@CANDLE.COM
MARCO BAKER MARCBR13@HOTMAIL.COM
JEFF BASKINS JEBASKINS@LAWYERSWEEKLY.COM
CHARLES BELLO CHARLES_BELLO@HILTON.COM
MARC BELLO MBELLO@ADATICO.COM
NEIL BERANBAUM NS@CHIEFSUPPLY.COM
JEFF BERENSON JBERENSON@INTERSPEED.COM
JOEL BERNESTEIN JBEREN682@AOL.COM
BRUCE BIAL BAB@RIEMERLAW.COM
MICHAEL BLATT MBBLATT6@STRONG-LEATHER.COM
MARTIN BLOOMFIELD MBLOOM6534@AOL.COM
JAY BLOCHER JAYBOY@BWAY.NET
GREG BRACKMAN DOTARE@AOL.COM
LOU BRENNER LRBRENNER@ECS.BWH.HARVARD.EPU
ROBBIE BROCKMAN RBBROCK292@AOL.COM
ROBBIE BROCKMAN (work) RBROCKMAN@KPMG.COM
DOUG BROOKS DBROOKS@GPH.COM
RICH BROOKS BROOKER@FLYTEMEDIA.COM
DAVE CALLUM MAZO01117@AOL.COM
TIM CARSON T-CARSON@MEDIAONE.NET
BARRY CHAIT BCHAT9@PMN.COM
LLOYD COHEN LOCOHEN@ITC.COM
MITCH COHEN MCOHEN@BIOMEDTLD.COM
GARY COHN CCOHN@MAIL.FIRN.BRN.COM
JON DERR JODERR@AOL.COM
MARK DEVORE MDEVORE2000@EARTHLINK.NET

JEFF DEVORE JDEVORE@VISABANK.COM
SCOTT DEVORE SDEVORE@VISABANK.COM
SETH DRIZEN SDRIZ@JUNO.COM
ROBERT DUNKLESS (HOME) RDDUNK@AOL.COM
ROBERT DUNKLESS (WORK) ROBERT@OTTENBERGDUNKLESS.COM
STEVE DWORKIN STEVE@MEGAPOWER.INC
MIKE EPPAS2@AOL.COM
TODD EVANS TEVANS@RASSECURITY.COM
SCOTT FARMELANT SFARMELANT@REGANCOMM.COM
STEVE FABERMAN STEVE@ANDERSONKREIGER.COM
STEVE FABERMAN (work) SFABERMAN@INTERSPEED.COM
ROBBIE BROCKMAN (work) RBROCKMAN@KPMG.COM
HARRIS GALKIN HARRIS@BROWN.EDU
MIKE FRANKEL MFRANKEL@ROBSON-DONOVAN.COM
BOB FREEDMAN- WORK BFREEDMAN@JHANCOCK.COM
JON FISCH JFISCH@CAREGROUP.HARVARD.EDU
MARTY GLICKMAN MGLICKMAN@LAZARD.COM
STEVE GACK SGACK29@CSWEBMAIL.COM
HARRIS GALKIN HARRIS@BROWN.EDU
MIKE GREEN MGREEN@AOL.COM
MIKE GREEN 50 CHAPEL GATE RD.
CANTON, MA
JOHN DERR JODERR@AOL.COM
MARC BAKER MARCBAKER@AOL.COM
NEIL BERANBAUM NS@CHIEFSUPPLY.COM
STEVE BASKIES SBASKIES@LAWYERSWEEKLY.COM
JAY BLOTCHER JAYBOY@BWAY.NET
GREGG BRACKMAN DOTARE@AOL.COM
LOU BRENNER LRBRENNER@ECS.BWH.HARVARD.EPU
ROBBIE BROCKMAN RBBROCK292@AOL.COM
ROBBIE BROCKMAN (work) RBROCKMAN@KPMG.COM
DOUG BROOKS DBROOKS@GPH.COM
RICH BROOKS BROOKER@FLYTEMEDIA.COM
DAVE CALLUM MAZO01117@AOL.COM
TIM CARSON T-CARSON@MEDIAONE.NET
BARRY CHAIT BCHAT9@PMN.COM
LLOYD COHEN LOCOHEN@ITC.COM
MITCH COHEN MCOHEN@BIOMEDTLD.COM
GARY COHN CCOHN@MAIL.FIRN.BRN.COM
JON DERR JODERR@AOL.COM
MARK DEVORE MDEVORE2000@EARTHLINK.NET

JEFF DEVORE JDEVORE@VISABANK.COM
SCOTT DEVORE SDEVORE@VISABANK.COM
SETH DRIZEN SDRIZ@JUNO.COM
ROBERT DUNKLESS (HOME) RDDUNK@AOL.COM
ROBERT DUNKLESS (WORK) ROBERT@OTTENBERGDUNKLESS.COM
STEVE DWORKIN STEVE@MEGAPOWER.INC
MIKE EPPAS2@AOL.COM
TODD EVANS TEVANS@RASSECURITY.COM
SCOTT FARMELANT SFARMELANT@REGANCOMM.COM
STEVE FABERMAN STEVE@ANDERSONKREIGER.COM
STEVE FABERMAN (work) SFABERMAN@INTERSPEED.COM
ROBBIE BROCKMAN (work) RBROCKMAN@KPMG.COM
HARRIS GALKIN HARRIS@BROWN.EDU
MIKE FRANKEL MFRANKEL@ROBSON-DONOVAN.COM
BOB FREEDMAN- WORK BFREEDMAN@JHANCOCK.COM
JON FISCH JFISCH@CAREGROUP.HARVARD.EDU
MARTY GLICKMAN MGLICKMAN@LAZARD.COM
STEVE GACK SGACK29@CSWEBMAIL.COM
HARRIS GALKIN HARRIS@BROWN.EDU
MIKE GREEN MGREEN@AOL.COM
MIKE GREEN 50 CHAPEL GATE RD.
CANTON, MA

Crest Alumni Email Addresses

Please type addresses in lowercase only.

Ron Goodman  rgoodman@ AOL.COM
Mark Goodwin  mark@ uclink4.berkeley.edu
David Gorlick  David@ morcofoods.com
Jeff Gorlick  JGorlick24@ AOL.COM
Alex Gould  alexgould@hotmail.com
Dave Graham  grafam3@ks@AOL.COM
Mike Green-Home  nuke_power@yahoo.com
Mike Green- Work  mgreen@entergy.com
Jeff Grinspoon  jeff@br@AOL.COM
Neil Grossman  nrgrossmann@divcom.com
John Guryan  jonathan@ guryan@gsb.uchicago.edu
Peter Harris  pharris@mediane.net
Avrom Herbst  herbst@nrl.gov
Adam Hodges  ahoodesk@dl.com
Marvin Hodosh  lindanmarvi@ AOL.COM
Matt Hodus  melch@worldnet.att.net
Mitch Hodus-Work  mhoodus@evergreen-funds.com
Hank Hulka  hulka@worldnet.att.net
Bob Isenberg  bob@uteinc.com
Richard Izen  rizenn@AOL.COM
Buddy Jacobs  budac5@AOL.COM
Ken Jaffe  hevy@tomata@msn.com
Jeff Jonas  jonasfamily@msn.com (home)
Jeff Jonas  jonas@brfg.com (work)
Steve Kagan  steve.kagan@bowne.com
Chester Kahn  cdtkaza@AOL.COM
Michael Kahn  mknc17@AOL.COM
Jon Kamin  jkamin@brasring.com
Mike Kamin  tbcmi@AOL.COM
Ricky Kaplan  rlkaplan@AOL.COM
Steve Kaplan-Home  kapp25@AOL.COM
Steve Kaplan-Work  skaplan@fredlaw.com
Wayne Karacek  wayne@alum.bentley.edu
Randy Kaye  rayer@fpeer.com
Howie Kipnis  hkipn@weertv.net
Glenn Kirschbaum  kraum4@hotmail.com
Glenn Kirschbaum  kirschbaum@greystoneline.com
Herb Korn  korn@atbteradyne.com
Arthur Kreiger  kreig@AOL.COM
Doug Krinsman  doug@aspectratio.com
Bruce Kristal  brucet@burke.org
Todd Lehner  toddl@ksboston.com
Stanley Levenson (Home)  levenson@gs.net
Stan Levenson (Work)  drsmlile@gs.net
Mike Levine  mken@piletakepictures.com
Dave Linda  bubbalinda@mindspring.com
Dave Lipof  coverscape@Yahoo.com
Mark Lifchman  mlitchin@pol.net
Tom Lunder  rjptlunder@AOL.COM
Dave Macc  dbm@hutch.com
Dave Mandell  fipub@AOL.COM
Ken Mandell  kenbrad70@AOL.COM
Jeff Marlin  jane@marlin.com
Steve Marlin  marmlin@ureach.com
Barry Milberg  bmlberg@optonline.net
Jeff Miller  jeff.miller@adelphiacom.com
Rick Miller  janrick@nil.net
Ari Millstein  armilts@attbi.com
Harold Mindell  hmindell@metrocreditunion.org
Scott Miller  smiller@mindspring.com
David Missle  icmdmsm1@AOL.COM
Mike Missle  mmisle6@statesstreet.com (Work)
Mike Missle  mmrockets6@AOL.COM (Home)
Steve Morn  miltymorin@juno.com
H. Michael Morse  mmor@gateway.net
Mike Nathan  minnates@aol.com
Todd Nechtman  tsnechb@1@AOL.COM
Mike Nevin  mnevin@massmed.org
Jason Newberg  jnewberg@schwartz-pr.com
Jimmy Newman  jimm@connect-care.com
Dan Pann  dpann@maribo.com
Keith Pauline  poopergm@AOL.com
David Phillips  dspbcorner@aol.com
Herb Phillips  atty@maultrinet.com
Larry Phillips  lipaspcool@aol.com
Stephen Phillips  stephen@stratapult.com
Ralph Posner  jvposner@AOL.COM
Joe Primack  jprmac@AOL.COM
Edward Rabinovitz  teni@354@aol.com
Mickey Rabinovitz  mrg1@AOL.COM
Greg Rader  gradner@ccbn.com
Andy Rafey  arafey@AOL.COM
Bruce Ravech  braivech@smnandia.com
Matt Ravech (work)  mraivech@lanralt.com
Matt Ravech (home)  ravech@gs.net
Karl Ravech  ravech@espn.com
Ken Reisman  kreisman@1ta.com
Mike Reiss  mrreiss2@aol.com
Marc Robinson  mrobinson@pondagroup.com
BARRY RODENSTEIN  BRodenstein@trammellcrow.com
Jonathan Roos  johnroos@fuse.net
David Rosenberg  CEO@SawyerProperty.com
Ernie Rosenthal  erniemar@wehtv.net
Mike Rothenberg  mroth@88@aol.com
Steve Rottenstein  steve@raurerest.com
Dan Rubin  derrin@adheaders.com
Jeff Sachar  sachar@mail.med.upenn.edu
Dave Sachar  dc.sachar@cte.net
Dave Saltzberg  esaltzberg@AOL.COM
Arron Saxe  aasaxe@magmgroup.com
Gary Schaye  gschaye@topproducer.com
Ron Scheinin  rand@infopac.com
Andy Schulitz  aschultz@cosmicorp.com
Benny Schulitz  bschultz@cosmicorp.com
Dave Schumacher  dss8z@virginia.edu
Greg Segall (Home)  gis@segalls.com
Greg Segall (Work)  gis@segall@concentric.net
Leslie Selbovitz  lylz2@javavenet.com
Mark Shairen  mshairen@us.bjm.com
Jay Shapiro  campsource@usa.com
Jim Shaw  js@kvvrf.com
Bob Shelyan  bshelyan@aol.com
Brad Shone  bashone@statesstreet.com
Bob Shopnick  lotnick@mediane.net
Aaron Sigal  ahrees@mediane.net
Shel Sigel  spscom@AOL.COM
Jerry Silverman  mgem19@5aol.com
Mark Silverstein  msilverstein@AOL.COM
Steve Singer  singerpc@aol.com
Mark Sklar  markesk@hotmail.com
Joe Smith  josmith@smith.com
Mark Smoller (Home)  msomoller@429@aol.com
Mark Smoller (work)  bbssmol@aol.com
Mark Smoller (camp)  alumni@baurerest.org
Steven Smoller  ssmsoller@aol.com
Bradley Sontz  roo@shore.net
Sidney Sontz  cbswr@msn.com
Jim Speliozgel  speliozgel@bcg.com
Larry Stein  lmstein@statesstreet.com
Jeff Steenman  jeff@steenman@hotmail.com
Michael Steinman  michael@assurant.com
Mars Hall  stern@marshallsterman@mediane.net
Steve Stemm  stetmium@sp@fap.com
Bob Stone  stoney@earthlink.net
Ken Stuart  enzoske@AOL.COM
Mark Sturman  marks@cybertours.com
Eliot Sussman  bpt@es.com
Jacob Sydeney  jakesyd@hotmail.com
Stanley Sydney  ss@sydney-world.st.com
Dave Tarchenstein  dm@tarchenstein.com
Michael Tack  tack@gs.net
Andy Timmons  atimmons@ffic.com
Steve Toltz  stoltz@955@hotmail.com
Donald Tyte  dgt@pltlaw.com
Larry Uman  luman@GMU.edu
Mike Van Dam  mvandam@attbi.com